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Abstract—In recent years, in-memory key-value storage sys-
tems have become more and more popular in solving real-time
and interactive tasks. Compared with disks, memories have much
higher throughput and lower latency which enables them to
process data requests with much higher performance. However,
since memories have much smaller capacity than disks, how to
expand the capacity of in-memory storage system while maintain
its high performance become a crucial problem. At the same time,
since data in memories are non-persistent, the data may be lost
when the system is down.
In this paper, we make a case study with Redis, which is

one popular in-memory key-value storage system. We find that
although the latest release of Redis support clustering so that data
can be stored in distributed nodes to support a larger storage
capacity, its performance is limited by its decentralized design
that clients usually need two connections to get their request
served. To make the system more scalable, we propose a Client-
side Key-to-Node Caching method that can help direct request
to the right service node. Experimental results show that by
applying this technique, it can significantly improve the system’s
performance by near 2 times.
We also find that although Redis supports data replication

on slave nodes to ensure data safety, it still gets a chance of
losing a part of the data due to a weak consistency between
master and slave nodes that its defective order of data replication
and request reply may lead to losing data without notifying the
client. To make it more reliable, we propose a Master-slave Semi
Synchronization method which utilizes TCP protocol to ensure
the order of data replication and request reply so that when a
client receives an “OK” message, the corresponding data must
have been replicated. With a significant improvement in data
reliability, its performance overhead is limited within 5%.
Index Terms—In-Memory, Key-Value, Storage System, Scala-

bility, Reliability, Key-to-Node Caching, Semi Synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing capacity and high throughput of

main memory, in-memory computing has become a new

trend for today’s Big Data processing. Especially in recent

years, in-memory key-value storage systems have been widely

deployed in many real-time and interactive tasks, e.g., context-

aware peer classification[1], geographical feature analysis[2],

program constraints analysis[3], [4], cloud-based evolutionary

algorithms[5], social graph analysis[6], presidential election

analysis[7], wireless communications[8], etc.

However, due to the relatively smaller capacity of main

memory compared with disks, single-node in-memory storage

systems do not have a big enough capacity for today’s Big

Data challenge. Although key-value storage model, or non-

relational database (or NoSQL, not only SQL), has made

it easy to scale the storage systems out, they still face the

challenges like single-node failure, data non-consistency, etc.

To overcome these limitations, the systems have to make

tradeoffs in their design and implementation.
Meanwhile, since data in main memories are non-persistent,

data may be lost during unexpected system crash, which

makes the system unreliable. To overcome this problem, there

are several techniques that can be applied. For example, the

system can periodically save the data as image files, or save

update logs onto disks to ensure data safety. However, disk

operations may significantly hurt the performance. The system

can also use data replication which duplicates data on other

nodes to improve system reliability. Nevertheless, the data

consistency issue between master and slave nodes could also

cause performance degradation.
In this paper, we make a case study with Redis[9], which

is a very popular in-memory key-value storage system[1],

[2], [3], [5], [7], [8]. Although Redis can provide stable

performance as a single-node service, its clustering service

still faces the problems of low scalability and reliability. By

adding more nodes to the clustering service, we expect the

system’s performance to be improved linearly. However due

to a decentralized design, it may also hurt the performance

because of an inefficient data indexing mechanism. As in a

distributed environment, node failure could happen quite easily

and the system has to take it into considerations carefully.

Yet we still find that the current design get a high chance

of losing data during system crash. This paper addresses the

above problems with the following novel contributions:

• We propose a Client-side Key-to-Node Caching method
which enables clients to cache the key-to-node mapping

status. This can help direct data requests to the right

service node and reduce the overhead caused by false

connections. Experimental results show that it can im-

prove the system’s throughput by up to 2 times;

• We propose a Master-slave Semi Synchronization
method to ensure reliable data replication with limited

overhead. This method can not only guarantee that no

data would be lost during system crash, but also can limit

the performance overhead by no more than 5%;
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Fig. 1. Overview of a typical client-server structure for Redis distributed storage service.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an

introduction to the background of Redis and explains our mo-

tivation in detail; Section III describes our proposed methods

and explains how we are able to improve system scalability

and reliability; Section IV gives the experimental results of

our methods; Section V introduces the related work of this

paper; Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

According to the famous CAP theory[10], a system can

only hold two of the three properties at the same time:

consistency, availability and partition-tolerance. Although a

distributed design of a storage system is the key to its scalable

capacity, its performance scalability and data reliability are

very challenging to handle properly. It is very important to

achieve a good balance between the CAP properties. But not

until recently does Redis release its stable cluster version

(Redis 3.0 Beta), which shows how hard it is.

Fig. 1 gives a typical topology of a distributed Redis storage

service, in which we mainly focus on how the system can be

scaled out with good performance and how the system can

ensure data safety. There are usually multiple machines that

are providing data storage services together, which are called

“Node”. Each node may take certain amount of memory space

on each machine and is responsible for storing parts of the

data. Different clients can visit these nodes to get and set (read

and write) data independently. To ensure data safety, there are

also at least one slave node (two in the figure) for each master

node to replicate data so that when the master is down, the

slave node can replace it to restore the service. We will give

a more detailed description in the following sub-sections.

A. Data Distribution Design of Redis

For a given distributed storage system, we need to first

solve how data are distributed on different nodes. Since Redis

is a key-value storage system, the main problem becomes

how to schedule different keys to nodes. To build a stable

and dynamically adjustable system, Redis uses a key-slot-node

mapping strategy to maintain the data distribution status.

key hash hash
value

slot 1
slot 2

slot N

Node 1

Node 2

Node C

slot 
mapping

node 
mapping

Fig. 2. A three stage mapping from key to node.

Fig. 2 shows how the keys are mapped to each node. In the

hash stage, for a given key, Redis will calculate its hash value.

In Redis, all hash values are evenly assigned to each slot and

there are 16382 slots in total. Then in the slot mapping stage,

we can find the corresponding slot for the key based on its

hash value. In Redis, all slots can be dynamically assigned

to different nodes. In this case, if any node is under heavy

workloads, we can move parts of its slots to other nodes

or even new nodes to improve system’s overall performance.

Thus in the third step, we can find the corresponding node of

the given key based on the slot-node mapping status.
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B. System Scalability Design of Redis

In addition to the data distribution status, there are other

important info that needs to be maintained like number of

nodes, their IP address and port numbers, current working

status, etc. These info can be stored on a central node of

the cluster, which could simplify the design of the distributed

system. But when this node is down or its performance is slow,

the whole cluster may fall in trouble.

Fig. 3. A decentralized design for Redis by using Gossip protocol.

To avoid this single-node failure issue, Redis takes a fully

decentralized design, which uses the Gossip protocol[11] to

maintain these important info on all nodes. As shown in Fig.

3, all nodes in the system are fully connected and know the

current state of the system. Every time when the system’s

status is changed, this new info will be propagated to every

node. Nodes will also randomly send PING messages to other

nodes and expect to receive PONG messages to prove that the

cluster is working correctly. If any node is found not working

properly, all other nodes will start a vote to use a slave node

to replace the crashed master node.

With this design, the system is highly reliable and clients

can connect to any of the master nodes for data storage service.

When a master node receives a key-value request from a client,

it will check whether this key belongs to this node by checking

the key-slot-node mapping mentioned above. If yes, it will

process this request and return the results back to the client.

Otherwise, it will return a MOVED error which contains the

right node for this request. Then after receiving this error, the

client will know which node it should send the request to.

C. Data Reliability Design of Redis

Due to many possible failures in a distributed environment,

Redis has to ensure that the data would not be lost during node

crash. There are mainly two ways to keep data safe in Redis:

data persistence and data replication. Data persistence keeps

data safe by writing the data onto disks while data replication

keeps data safe by replicating the data on other nodes.

Redis supports two types of data persistence: RDB and

AOF. The RDB persistence performs point-in-time snapshots

the data in Redis memory at specified intervals and put the

compact file on disk. RDB is a good choice for data backups,

disaster recovery and fast service restart since the compact

file can be transferred easily. It also brings less overhead

during persistence since Redis can fork one child process to

do the job and the father process would never involve any

disk I/O operations. However, since Redis can not frequently

do snapshot, it still get the chance of losing data after the last

snapshot.

The AOF persistence logs every write operation received

by the server. During restoring the service, these operations

will be played again. The main advantage of AOF over RDB

is that it is more flexible since the system can do logging

more frequently than snapshot. The disadvantage is that AOF

may brings more overhead since the main process needs to do

logging by itself. It also takes more space for logs and cost

longer time to restore the service.

Compared with data persistence on disks, data replication

gets the following advantages: first, since data is replicated on

another node, the crashed service can be restored very quickly

by simply replacing the master node with the slave node while

for data persistence it takes longer time to read data from disks

especially when the data size is big; second, data replication

mainly involves network I/O, which has advantages on latency

and bandwidth over disks, especially for small and random

data read and write. However, data replication still faces the

tradeoff between data reliability and performance since it will

cost longer time to ensure that all data are fully replicated.

The current design of Redis takes an asynchronous replication

strategy and we find that it still has the risk of losing data.

D. Motivation

Based on the above introduction, we can find two major

problems for Redis. One is caused by the decentralized design

that a client needs to take two connections to get its request

served: one connection to ask which node the key belongs to

and the other connection to send the request to the right node

and get it served. If the client is lucky, it can get the request

served by using the first connection only if the key belongs

to the first node. However, when there are many nodes in the

cluster, the chance for the first node to own that key is quite

low. In order to improve the performance, we need to find a

way to help the client so that it can have a better chance to

get the request served in the first connection.

The second problem is how to ensure that no data would

be lost without signicantly hurting the performance. AOF is a

candidate solution for this problem. However, it involves too

many disk I/O operations that can bring more performance

overhead and may take longer time to restore the service.

Thus in this paper, we mainly consider data replication as a

possible solution for this problem. The current implementation

of Redis is a good start point since its master-slave synchro-

nization method can partly ensure data safety. However, due

to performance consideration, it may still lose data during our

test. We will try to find a way to modify the codes to achieve

our goal without making too many changes to Redis.
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III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we will give details on how we solve

the problems mentioned above. We propose two new de-

signs, which are called Client-side Key-to-Node Caching
and Master-slave Semi Synchronization. We will show their

details and how they are implemented in the following sub-

sections.

A. Client-side Key-to-Node Caching

Since each time when client send a key to a service node, the

node will check whether this key belongs to it or not. If not, it

will send a MOVED error back which could guide the client

to the right node. Thus, if we can cache this mapping status

after receiving this error, then next time this client should be

able to find the service node correctly for all keys belong to

the same slot.
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Fig. 4. A use case for client-side key-to-node caching.

Fig. 4 shows how this method works. Initially, we set up a

table which stores the slot-to-node mapping status. An initial

node is set as the default node for all slots. For a given

“key1”, the client calculates its hash value and then decide

which slot this key belongs to in step 1. Here let us assume it

belongs to slot “12345”; then the client searches the table to

see which node this slot belongs to in step 2. Here the table

shows it belongs to “node1”; Then the client sends the request

to “node1” in step 3; However, “node1” finds that this slot

actually belongs to “node3” and send back a MOVED error

to the client in step 4; the client receives this error and update

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for client-side key-to-node caching.
Require: Node cache[16384];
Ensure: reply
slot = getSlotByKey(cmd);

node = cache[slot];

reply = send(cmd, node);

if reply is a MOVED error then
extract slot and node from reply;

cache[slot] = node;

reply = send(cmd, node);

end if

the table to remember that slot “12345” belongs to “node3”

in step 5; Finally, the client sends the request to “node3” to

gets it served.

Although it takes two connections for the client to get the

request served for the first time, it only takes one connection

for all keys that belong to this slot to get served in the next time

until this slot is moved to another node. The pseudocode for

the caching method is shown in Algorithm 1. Since network

communication takes most of the time for each request, our

caching method is expected to improve the performance by

up to 2 times while it only takes very little extra space and

computation to do the caching job. Thus, this method is a

lightweight but useful supplement to the decentralized design

of Redis.

B. Master-slave Semi Synchronization

In this paper, we mainly consider the problems of using

data replication to keep data safe. Different synchronization

strategies may have influences on the system performance and

data reliability. Here we give an introduction to three possible

strategies.

Client

 accept client’s 
request

 return reply to
client

Master 
Node

Slave 
Node

 send request to 
slave

Client

 accept client’s 
request

 return client’s 
reply

Master 
Node

Slave 
Node

 send request to 
slave

Client

 accept client’s 
request

 return reply to
client

Master 
Node

Slave 
Node

 send request to 
slave

 check replication 
offset with master 

(a) Partial Synchronization

(b) Full Synchronization

(c) Semi Synchronization

Fig. 5. Master-slave synchronization strategies.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), Redis currently uses the partial

synchronization strategy. For a given data write request from

the client in step 1©, the master node processes the request

immediately and then returns the reply back to client in step
2©. After that, the master node sends the replicating request to

the slave in step 3©. The advantage of this strategy is that its

performance is higher since data service and data replication

can be processed independently. The client can get the reply as

soon as possible without being influenced by data replication.

The disadvantage is that it may bring the risk of losing data.

For example, if the system crashes after step 2© but before step
3©, the client would think that its request has been processed

and stored properly but the truth is the request data has not

been replicated yet! In this case, this request data is lost.
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To avoid this problem, a full synchronization strategy shown

in Fig. 5(b) could ensure that when the client gets the reply,

the request data has already been properly replicated. Instead

of sending reply back to client immediately after the request

is processed, master node sends the request to slave node in

step 2©. Then, the slave node would process this request and

check replication offset with master node in step 3©. If their

offsets are not the same, it means there are still unprocessed

requests in slave node. The master node will wait until its

offset is the same as the slaves’. Finally, the master sends the

reply back to client in step 4©. With this strategy, if the system

crashes, the client would not receive any reply, in which case

client would be able to handle this error. However, due to a

full synchronization between master and slave, the system’s

performance would be significantly influenced.

To ensure data safety while minimize the performance

influence, we propose the semi synchronization strategy which

is shown in Fig. 5(c). Unlike the full synchronization strategy

which needs to check the synchronization status between

master and slave to ensure they are fully synchronized, semi

synchronization only ensures that all latest requests have been

sent to the slave nodes in step 2©, which is guaranteed by

reliable TCP data transferring. When this is done, the master

would send the reply back to the client. The assumption behind

this strategy is that as long as all latest requests have been

received by slaves, we can treat them as having already been

replicated properly since these requests have already been

successfully processed on the master node and it is just a

matter of time for the slaves to process them. This strategy

combines the advantages in performance and data reliability

of both partial and full synchronization strategy, which is why

we call it semi synchronization.

The detailed implementation of semi synchronization strat-

egy depends on the event processing framework of Redis

which is responsible for handling the time events and file

events in the system. We have reused many existing APIs and

added no more than 50 lines of codes to Redis. Due to space

limitation, we do not give the details on how it is implemented.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Test Environment

In our experiment, we use Redis 3.0.3 as a baseline for

performance evaluation. Our proposed methods are also im-

plemented based on this version of Redis. We use our own

benchmark implemented in C which is similar to YCSB (Ya-

hoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark)[12] to test the performance

of Redis and evaluate our proposed methods.

The hardware and software configurations for each service

node are listed in Table I. During the experiment, we mainly

use QPS (Queries per Second) to evaluate the throughput.

Here, QPS represents the average number of queries processed

by the system in each second. We set the length of each query

as 100 bytes and set each client to send 10,000 queries to

the server node. Then, we observe how the performance is

changed when the number of clients vary from 1 to 512.

TABLE I
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONFIGURATIONS.

CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5645 CPU 2 X 6 @ 2.40 GHz

Memory 64 GB DDR3 @ 1333 MHz

Disk 3 x 1 TB SATA disk

Network Intel(R) PRO/1000 Network Connection @ 1 Gbps

OS CentOS 6.2

B. Client-side Key-to-Node Caching
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Fig. 6. System throughput of the original Redis cluster.

In this experiment, we set the read-to-write ratio as 9:1,

which means there are 9 “get” queries and 1 “set” query

among every 10 queries. Data replication is disabled in this

test. Fig. 6 shows the system throughput of the original Redis

cluster. Here we build three clusters which contains one, two

and three nodes respectively. As we can find, there is no

performance improvement at all when the cluster contains

more nodes. Meanwhile, the performance is even slightly

worse when using two or three nodes in the cluster, which

shows a poor scalability in performance of the system. This

result is caused by the default setting of clients since each

client is set to connect to one default node at the beginning.

In this case, this default node becomes the bottleneck of the

system.

To avoid this problem, we apply our proposed Client-

side Key-to-Node Caching method, whose results are shown

in Fig. 7. As we can find, when there is one node in the

cluster, there is no performance improvement compared with

the original Redis cluster. This is because in this case all

data belongs to the same node which makes the caching

method meaningless. However, when there are more nodes

in the system, the performance improvement becomes quite

significant. For example, the throughput with two nodes is

almost 1.7 times over that with one node after using more
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Fig. 7. System throughput of Redis cluster after applying client-side caching.

than 64 clients. When there are three nodes in the cluster, the

throughput becomes 2 times over that with one node.

This result shows our caching method can improve system

performance not only by reducing connection times but also

by improving the scalability of the system since it can avoid

the single-node bottleneck problem. Notice that when using

more than 128 clients, the system’s throughput becomes flat.

This is due to the limitation that currently we put all clients on

one node. Thus, the network I/O of the client node becomes

the bottleneck. In our future work we will try to distribute the

clients to different nodes to avoid this problem.

C. Master-slave Semi Synchronization

In order to show that our Master-slave Semi Synchroniza-

tion method is able to ensure data safety with limited overhead,

we also implement the full synchronization strategy to make a

comparison. During the test, we set read-to-write ratio as 0:10,

which means all queries are “set” operations. In this worst case

scenario, we should be able to test the system’s reliability to

the limit. We let the system to have one master node and two

slave nodes, as it is a common practice and the possibility for

all three nodes to crash is very small.

To test whether the synchronization strategies are able to

ensure data safety, we set up an experiment as follows: at

the beginning we use 50 clients to continuously send “set”

queries to the master node; then in the middle of the test, we

use Linux’s “kill” command to stop master node’s process to

simulate system crash; once the clients find that the master

node is down due to the failed TCP connection, they will

connect to the slave nodes to check whether the previously

processed queries have been correctly replicated or not by

comparing their values. We find that both full synchronization

and semi synchronization have passed the test but partial

synchronization has failed, which proves our previous analysis.
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Fig. 8. System throughput of Redis with different synchronization strategies.

Fig. 8 gives the system throughput results with different

synchronization strategies. Compared with the original syn-

chronization strategy used in Redis (partial sync), our proposed

semi synchronization achieves a very similar performance.

However for full synchronization, its throughput is almost

reduced by half. Fig. 9 further gives the performance ratio of

the two synchronization strategies over partial synchronization.

As we can find, semi synchronization can limit its overhead

within 5%, which is much better than that of full synchro-

nization, i.e. 50%. These results have proved that our semi

synchronization can ensure data safety with a very limited

performance overhead.
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Fig. 9. Performance ratio of semi and full synchronization over partial
synchronization.
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V. RELATED WORK

A. In-memory Storage Survey

There are several survey papers that readers can refer to

to have an overview of in-memory storage systems. Tan et
al.[13] have summarized the primary challenges and potential
solutions from both software and hardware perspectives for in-

memory databases. Zhang et al.[14] have provided a thorough
review of a wide range of in-memory data management,

processing proposals, systems and important technology in

memory management. Cattell[15] have examined a number

of SQL and NoSQL data stores on multiple dimensions.

Carlson[9] gives a detailed introduction on how to use Redis.

B. System Analysis

System analysis is also very important for in-memory

key-value storage studies. Atikoglu et al.[16] have collected
detailed traces from Facebook’s Memcached deployment and

given a detailed analysis on many characteristics of these

caching workload. Cooper et al.[12] present the Yahoo! Cloud
Serving Benchmark (YCSB) framework with the goal of facili-

tating performance comparisons of the new generation of cloud

data serving systems. Zhang et al.[17] analyze the performance
of three in-memory systems including Memcached, Redis and

Spark.

C. Optimizations for Performance

Performance design and optimization is one key to improve

throughput for all these systems. A strategy[18] is imple-

mented in Redis that epoll system call can be invoked to

inform the kernel of the interest events in a manner adaptive

to the current network load so that epoll system calls can be

reduced and the events can be efficiently delivered. Thongpr-

asit et al.[19] proposes a user-space TCP/IP stack that works
on top of Intel DPDK for high performance KVS systems.

Succinct[20] enables efficient queries directly on a compressed

representation of input data and natively supports a wide

range of queries. Zing Database[21] is presented as a high-

performance persistent key-value store designed for optimizing

reading and writing operations. Pilaf[22] is designed to take

advantage of RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) to

achieve high performance with low CPU overhead. Li et
al.[23] even seeks for architecting solutions for high perfor-
mance and efficient KVS platforms. HV-tree[24] uses a novel

index structure that contains nodes of different sizes optimized

for a level of memory hierarchy. It can dynamically adjust the

node size to automatically exploit the best performance of all

levels of different storage systems.

D. Data Reliability

HyperDex[25] employs a novel technique called value-

dependent chaining and additional replication to provide

strong consistency and fault tolerance of objects in the pres-

ence of concurrent updates. In ZHT[26] the primary replica

and secondary replica are strongly consistent while other repli-

cas are asynchronously updated after the secondary replica is

complete, causing ZHT to follow a weak consistency model.

Masstree[27] uses logging and check pointing with SSDs to

ensure system consistency and durability.

E. Multicore and Manycore In-memory Store

Masstree[27] is a fast key-value database designed for SMP

machines. It uses optimistic concurrency control which is a

read-copy-update-like technique for lookup and local locking

for updates. MICA[28] takes a holistic approach for multicore

system that encompasses all aspects of request handling,

including parallel data access, network request handling, and

data structure design, which provide high throughput over a

variety of mixed read and write workloads. Berezecki et al.[29]
shows that the throughput, response time, and power consump-

tion of a high-core-count processor operating at a low clock

rate and very low power consumption can perform well when

compared to a platform using faster but fewer commodity

cores. Mega-KV[30] and MemcachedGPU[31] are two GPU-

based high performance KVS systems. MASCOT[32] uses

both CPU memory extended by SSDs and GPU memory as

cache to accelerate SVM cross-validation problem and it also

uses a caching strategy well-suited for its storage framework.

With the support of these high performance processors, it

should be interesting to see how to maintain a good scalability

and reliability for these systems.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we make a case study with Redis, which is

one popular in-memory key-value storage system widely used

in academic research and enterprise environment. Despite its

success in providing single-node service, we find two major

problems in its cluster deployment. The first one is caused

by its decentralized design that a client usually needs two

connections to get its request served. To avoid this problem,

we propose a lightweight Client-side Key-to-Node Caching

method that can help the client to find the right node to

connect to. Our experimental results show that this method has

made Redis more scalable and can improve its performance

by up to 2 times. The second problem is caused by Redis’s

partial synchronization strategy which has the risk of losing

data during system crash. To avoid this problem, we propose

a Master-slave Semi Synchronization method that can ensure

data safety with a limited overhead less than 5%.
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